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Abbreviations
ACLF

acute-on-chronic liver failure

concentris

concentris research management gmbh (consortium partner)

D

deliverable

ECS

Early career scientist

EU

European Union

G-CSF

granulocyte-colony stimulating factor

GDPR

General Data Protection Regulation

G-TAK

A-TANGO’s novel combinatorial therapy (G-CSF + TAK-242)

IB

Impact Board

PMO

project management office

PU

public

WP

Work Package
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Executive Summary
On August 30th 2021, the full-flashed project website (https://a-tango.eu/ ) went online as part of
work package 07. This full-flashed website replaces the interim one-page website which went online
on March 1st 2021 already and briefly summarized the project, stated its objectives, expected impact
and key facts (start date, funding amount, number of partners, and project duration), and listed all
project partners and important contact information.
The new full-flashed website contains much more detailed information about the project, important
features for consortium members, trainees (early career scientists, ECS) and interested scientists, as
well as interactive features for patients and the general public (e.g. a “liver quiz”). Pages aimed at
disseminating the projects results are, for example, the publications page, the project news page, the
press corner page, the download page, the public deliverables page, and a prominent newsletter-signup function in the footer of every page. An e-learning page targeted towards the project’s trainees has
also been prepared in order to integrate training materials and masterclass videos throughout the
duration of the project.
The website’s language is targeted at an educated but non-scientific general public, and its content
will be updated with project news, new team members, new downloads, the web-version of the
project’s info-brochure, key results, new publications, meetings for scientists and events for patients,
videos and training materials on a regular basis as the project progresses. Click on the screenshot
below to access & browse through the QSPainRelief project website!
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1 Deliverable report
The new website was developed and edited by concentris, and its content checked and
approved by the PMO, the project’s coordinator, Prof. Dr. Rajiv Jalan from EFCLIF and UCL, by
Dr. med. Cornelius Engelmann, the clinical study supervisor from Charité, and by the chair of
the Impact Board (IB). In comparison to the initial one-page website, it consists of the
following new pages and features:
•

An introductory homepage, including the most recent news & events posts and a
resources tab

•

Five main navigation areas for chronic the general public (ABOUT), cirrhosis patients
(FOR PATIENTS), clinicians and study site PIs (FOR CLINICIANS), consortium members
and interested academics, and trainees (RESEARCH AND TRAINING), and the NEWS &
EVENTS section

•

A contact form for every consortium member, a search function for the website, and
a login function for members of the consortium to access the project’s confidential
intranet (all three functions are integrated on the top right side)

•

25 subpages with detailed information about the project, its vision, key facts, all
consortium partner institutions, the different work packages, an interactive quiz page
for the public / study participants / cirrhosis patients, links, downloads, project
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meetings, relevant conferences, patient events, publications, background literature,
news, press coverage, an e-learning platform for A-TANGO trainees etc.
•

The project partners are presented collectively in form of an EU-map on the MEMBERS
page, and individually on separate pages in form of profile pictures, contact
information and a brief textual presentation of the respective institute.
Sections from the MEMBERS overview page:
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Example-screenshot of one of the 14 individual member pages:

•

The footer menu contains a sign-up function for the project newsletter, a link to the
Horizon 2020 website (https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en), the
mandatory funding and liability acknowledgement, and prominent social media icons
that lead to the project’s LinkedIn, Twitter, ResearchGate and YouTube accounts.

•

In the PRESS CORNER, we programmed the option to upload press coverage in
different languages, such as project member countries or study site countries.
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•

In order to comply with the European GDPR, all website visitors have to choose and
consent to their cookie preferences prior to being able to browse through the website.
Detailed privacy policy information is accessible on the ‘Legal Disclaimer’ subpage. The
contact forms are protected with Google’s “invisible reCaptcha”, and the entire
website is secured with an SSL certificate.

2 Conclusion
In conclusion, we are confident that the project website will serve as a central go-to platform
for the general public, as well as cirrhosis patients, study participants, and the consortium
members when seeking key information about the project or wishing to contact a member of
the consortium. A Google Analytics account will monitor the website’s traffic starting in
September 2021.
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